CT staging and monitoring of fibrotic interstitial lung diseases in clinical practice and treatment trials: a position paper from the Fleischner Society.
CT is increasingly being used to stage and quantify the extent of diffuse lung diseases both in clinical practice and in treatment trials. The role of CT in the assessment of patients entering treatment trials has greatly expanded as clinical researchers and pharmaceutical companies have focused their efforts on developing safe and effective drugs for interstitial lung diseases, particularly for idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis. These efforts have culminated in the simultaneous approval by the US Food and Drug Administration of two new drugs for the treatment of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis. CT features are a key part of the inclusion criteria in many drug trials and CT is now being used to refine the type of patients enrolled. Interest in the potential use of serial CT as an effectiveness endpoint is increasing. For chronic progressive diseases, mortality may not be a feasible endpoint and many surrogate markers have been explored, ranging from pulmonary function decline to biomarkers. However, these surrogate markers are not entirely reliable and combinations of endpoints, including change in disease extent on CT, are being investigated. Methods to assess disease severity with CT range from simple visual estimates to sophisticated quantification by use of software. In this Position Paper, which cannot be regarded as a comprehensive set of guidelines in view of present knowledge, we examine the uses of serial CT in clinical practice and in drug trials and draw attention to uncertainties and challenges for future research.